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ハニーポットにより観測されるDRDoS攻撃の
影響評価と要因分析

新谷 夏央1,a) 牧田 大佑2,b) 吉岡 克成3,c) 松本 勉3,d)

概要：これまで，DRDoS攻撃の観測が可能なハニーポットにより，攻撃対象や頻度，攻撃継続時間など
に関して多くの分析がなされている．しかしながら，DRDoSハニーポットにより観測された攻撃が攻撃
対象にどの程度の影響を与えているかについてはよく知られていない．そこで，本稿では DRDoSハニー
ポットによって観測された攻撃対象の可用性に与える影響を ICMPパケットを送付することによって測定
した．これによって，半数の測定対象の可用性が攻撃を受けていない時に比べて低下していることが確認
された．特に，対象の 10%についてはほとんど通信不能となっていた．また，DRDoS攻撃が可用性に与
えた影響と，攻撃や攻撃対象の特徴との相関について分析した.その結果，攻撃の継続時間や時間当たりの
攻撃パケット数，攻撃対象の国，AS,ドメインの累積名前解決件数が影響の程度と関連があることを確認
した．さらに，ロジスティック回帰を用いて，攻撃を検知した直後に当該攻撃が対象に深刻な影響を与え
るかどうかを判定する手法を提案する．
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Measurement and Factor Analysis of the Impact of Amplification DDoS
Attacks Observed by Amppot

Natsuo Shintani1,a) Daisuke Makita2,b) Katsunari Yoshioka3,c) Tsutomu Matsumoto3,d)

Abstract: A number of studies have utilized a honeypot to observe and analyze amplification DDoS attacks.
However, little is known about the actual impact of these attack observed by the honeypot. In this study,
we measured the impacts of the attacks observed by amplification DDoS honeypot, or AmpPot, by sending
ICMP ping to the victims. We found that half of the victims was affected by the attacks. Moreover, about
10% of victims hardly responded during the attacks. We also show that various factors such as attacks
duration, packets per second, victims’ countries and ASes, the number of cumulative name resolutions, the
number of related domains, are related to the attack impact. We then propose a method to decide the attack
impact just in time of attack observation by AmpPot. Our method utilizes logistic regression to determine
whether an observed attack will significantly affect the victims or not.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, amplification DDoS attacks have been

threat on the Internet. Amplification DDoS attack is

a type of Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks

which puts stress on target network resources by sending
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a large number of packets to target IP addresses from

multiple devices existing on the Internet. In particular,

amplification DDoS attacks abuse servers that provide

NTP, Memcached, DNS, etc. as reflectors. In February

2020, Amazon Web Service was attacked by 2.3 Tbps

amplification DDoS attack that abused CLDAP[1]. Even

an attacker who does not have knowledge or skills about

DDoS attacks can conduct attacks by using so-called

”Booter” services. With such circumstances, it is possible

that DDoS attacks will increase and become a further

threat on the Internet.

In order for effective countermeasures, it is necessary to

analyze the situation and tendency of attacks, and one of

the observation methods is AmpPot [2]. By preparing

a server that imitates a reflector on the Internet, we

observe how an attacker abuses it to conduct the attacks.

AmpPot can observe attack packets sent by attackers.

Then we observe the IP address of the attack target, the

protocol used for the attack, the amount of packets sent

to reflectors (honeypots), the duration of the attacks, etc.

by analyzing the attack packets. However, we can not

measure the effect on the target with AmpPot.

In this paper, we investigate the effect of the attack

on the attack target. When an attack is observed by

AmpPot, we send a measurement ping to the attack

target. The responses from the target under attack

is compared with those in normal situation measured

after the attack is terminated. First, we analyze the

measurement results to understand the actual situation of

the targets. Further, we investigate relationship between

impact and different factors of observed attacks. Secondly,

we propose a classification model in order to quickly find a

serious attack from the large number of attacks observed

by AmpPot.

In Sect. 2, we briefly explain about amplification DDoS

and AmpPot. In Sect. 3, we first explain how to measure

the impact of amplification DDoS attacks detected by

the AmpPots. In Sect. 4, we explain our dataset. In

Sect. 5, we analyze result and investigate the possibility

of just-in-time estimation of impacts on victims in Sect.

6. In Sect. 7, we introduce related works and summarise

our conclusion in Sect. 8.

2. Amplification DDoS & AmpPot

2.1 Amplification DDoS Attacks

Amplification DDoS attack puts pressure on network

resources by concentrating packets on the attack target,

using servers that provide services such as NTP and

Memcached on the Internet as reflectors. In particular,

amplification DDoS attack exploits a server that meets

the following two properties:

Amplification. This is the property that the length of

the response packet from the server is larger than the

length of the request packet sent to the server. By

exploiting this, it is possible for attackers to amplify

the attack packet and generate a large amount of

communication.

Reflection. The reflection effect is that the server sends

a response packet without verification, even though

it receives a packet with a spoofed source IP address.

This property exists in protocols that use UDP at the

transport layer. An attacker can reflect a response

packet to any IP address by exploiting the property.

Due to this property, servers that are abused in

amplification attacks are called reflectors.

Next, we explain the attack procedure of amplification

DDoS attacks. As a preparation, an attacker scans the

Internet for reflectors that satisfy the above properties.

When conducting an actual DoS attack, the attacker sends

a large number of request packets to the reflectors with

the source IP address spoofed as the attack target. Then,

the response packets are amplified at the reflectors and

get concentrated on the attack target.

2.2 AmpPot

The Amplification DDoS honeypot (AmpPot) is a decoy

server that mimics a reflector. Attacks can be observed

when an attacker abuses it as a reflector. The information

obtained by the AmpPot includes IP addresses of the

attack target, communication protocols used for the

attack, payload of the request packets, and amount of

request packets sent to the AmpPot.

3. Method

In this section, we explain a method to measure the im-

pact of amplification DDoS attacks observed by AmpPots.

The procedure is divided into four steps, which are shown

below. Fig 1 shows an overview of the system.

( 1 ) Attacks are detected in real time by AmpPot.

( 2 ) We send measurement packets to the attack desti-

nation IP address immediately after the attack is

detected by AmpPot and measure the responses sent

from the victim under the attack.

( 3 ) After a sufficient time has passed and the attack

is terminated, we send measurement packets to the

above-mentioned IP address and measure the re-
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Fig. 1 Overview of the measurement system

sponses from the victim in a normal situation.

( 4 ) We evaluate the impact of the amplification DDoS

attack by comparing the responses measured when

the victim is under attack and in a normal situation.

Next, we explain the details of each procedure.

3.1 Attack detection and sending measurement

packets

We use AmpPots to detect attacks. In this paper, we

consider an arrival of 100 or more consecutive packets

with intervals no more than 60 seconds as an attack

event, by following the literature [3]. Next, the attack

information from the AmpPot is transferred to the in-

vestigation machine. We send ICMP ping packets to

those targets. We send one packet per target at 1 minute

intervals and continue this for 90 minutes for each target.

Immediately after the probe starts, we check if the target

IP address has corresponding domains using a passive

DNS historical database. In addition, we resolve the

domains at 5 minutes intervals to confirm if the domains

are still resolved to the target’s IP address. Thirdly, after

24 hours have passed since the detection of the attack,

we send measurement packets to the above-mentioned

IP address and measure the responses from the victim

in a normal situation. The probe rate is the same as

the measurement when under attacks. Simultaneously,

we check if the IP address and the associated domain

name have not changed during and after the attacks to

make sure that we are measuring the same host. We do

not consider load balancing (Anycast, CDN, DNS round

robin, etc.) of the measurement target.

3.2 Calculating attack impact

For calculating attack impact, we focus on the attack

targets whose IP address and corresponding domain

names have not changed during and after the detected

attacks. In this paper, the impact of an attack is defined

using the response rate below:

ResponseRate =
the number of responses

the number of scan packets
(1)

We calculate and compare this response rate for each IP

address during and after an attack. We define the impact

rate of an attack as follows, where RRattack is the response

rate during an attack and RRnormal is the response rate

during normal times (after attack).

ImpactRate =
RRnormal −RRattack

RRnormal
(2)

If RRnormal is greater than RRattack, Impact Rate

becomes positive value. In contrast, if RRattack is greater

than RRnormal , Impact Rate becomes negative value.

If Impact Rate is zero, it means there is no impact on

victim by the attack. In contrast, the higher the value,

the more availability of the target is lost. We focus on

targets that provide a stable response at normal times as

it is difficult to determine whether or not a target that is

unstable at normal times is impaired by the amplification

DDoS attack. We consider targets with response rate of

more than 0.9 in normal times as stable targets.

3.3 System Implementation

First, we used the AmpPots to detect attacks imple-

mented by the following literature [3]. Secondly, we

implemented investigation system on Ubuntu OS [8] using

Python [9]. We used a scan tool ZMap [4] to send

the probe packets. We limited the amount of packets

sent from our system to 100 pps. In addition, we used

tcpdump [5] to record packets. We utilized DNSDB [7], a

passive DNS historical database, to check if the target IP

address has corresponding domains. Moreover, we used

nslookup[10] and a public DNS server (8.8.8.8) provided

by Google[11] to investigate the correspondence between

domain name and IP address at the time of measurement.

4. Data Set

This section describes data set used in this paper. Our

honeypot is installed in addresses managed by multiple

ISPs in Japan. We have operated 11 proxied honeypot

(protocol compliant honeypot) and 8 agnostic honeypot

(protocol non-compliant) that responds back to any re-

quests on any UDP ports with random strings of size 8K

bytes. Currently, proxied honeypot supported seven types

of protocols: QotD, CharGen, DNS, NTP, SNMP, SSDP,

and Memcached. If AmpPot receives a large number of

request packets, AmpPot reduces the amount of response
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Fig. 2 Impact Rate Distribution

packets sufficiently to the same target so that it does not

participate in the attack. We observed 1,619,345 attacks

during the 119 days for which we sent measurement

probes. The observation periods are as follows, April

1st to May 31st, Jun 6th to 30th, October 7th to 28th,

November 15th to 30th ,2019 (119 days). Of these, we

extracted 140,750 cases in which victims’ IP addresses and

corresponding domains were unchanged before and after

the attacks. Finally, we checked victims’ communication

stability at normal times. Then we selected 85,890 cases

whose response rate is above 0.9 at normal time for further

analysis.

5. Result

5.1 Overview of the measured impacts

We show the distribution of the impact rate of the

observed 85,890 attacks in the Figure 2. The x-axis is

the impact rate of amplification DDoS attacks and the

y-axis is the number of attacks. Peaks are formed around

impact rate of 0 and 1.0. About 60% of the attacks have

the impact rate between -0.05 and 0.05, and 10% of them

are around the impact rate of 1.0, which means the targets

were unable to respond at all. In the next section, we

analyze what factors of attacks and targets are related to

the attack impact.

5.2 Analysis of Impact Rate

We analyze Impact Rate from perspectives of victims’
and attacks’ characteristics. The characteristics of

the targets include target’s country, AS, the number of

name resolutions for the target IP addresses in DNSDB,

and type of hosting services (dedicated or shared). We

obtained the number of unique second level domains

associated with the victim’s IP address to determine if

the victim was operated by dedicated or shared hosting

service. In this study, the victim with one associated

domain is treated as operated by dedicated hosting

service. The characteristics of attacks include average

packet per seconds (pps) received by the AmpPots and

Fig. 3 Scale of Impact by Country

attack duration. In the following, we analyze these

characteristics and the impact rates by categorizing them

into 6 levels: Minus impact (less than -0.05), No impact

(-0.05 or more and less than 0.05), Light impact (0.05 or

more and less than 0.25), Medium impact (0.25 or more

and less than 0.6), Large impact (0.6 or more and less

than 0.9), Extra large impact (0.9 or more).

5.2.1 Scale of Impact by Country and AS

First, Impact Rate by country is shown in the Figure

3. The x-axis is fraction of attacks and the y-axis is

target’s country. In addition, countries are excerpted and

arranged in descending order of number of attacks. The

darker the color mapped to the bar graph indicates the

greater the impact rate. We found that victims in Hong

Kong and China have been affected with large impacts,

followed by Turkey and Luxembourg. In particular,

about half of the attacks on Hong Kong have extra

large impact. On the other hand, we can see that 80

to 90% of the targets in France and Canada were not

affected by the attack. The difference among countries

may come from communication infrastructures, communi-

cation bandwidth of the telecommunications carriers, and

deployment of DDoS countermeasures.

Second, the impact rate by AS is shown in the Figure

4. The x-axis is fraction of attacks, and the y-axis is

AS of the targets. In addition, ASes are excerpted and

listed in descending order of number of attacks. The

impact rates are significantly different among ASes. In

particular, Alibaba Technology and PEG TECH INC are

significantly affected by the attacks while 90% or more

targets in Cloudflare, OVH SAS, Google or i3D net are not

affected. In particular, only a few percent of the targets

in Cloudflare are affected by the attacks. As mentioned in

the previous section, impact rate could differ due to the

communication bandwidth of each AS and ASes’ service
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Fig. 4 Scale of Impact by AS

quality and policy against DoS attacks. One example we

found is that Alibaba has a policy of dropping entire traffic

to the targets when they are under attack, which results

in a significant impact rate. [12].

5.2.2 Relationship between impact and charac-

teristics of targets and attacks

In this section, we analyze the relationship between

the impact and characteristics of the targets and the

attacks. In particular, we look at the number of name

resolutions and the number of domains resolved to the

victim IP address as characteristic of victims. We also

analyze the attack duration and pps (packet per seconds)

as characteristic of attacks.

We show impact CDF by scale of victims’ and attacks’

characteristics in the Figure 5. First, we explain relation-

ship between impact and the number of name resolutions.

The number of name resolutions is from the DNSDB[7]

database. We categorize the number of name resolutions

into 5 levels and analyze their relationship with the attack

impact. The levels are as follows: Extra small (less than

1K), Small (1K or more and less than 10K), Medium

(10K or more and less than 100K), Large (100K or more

and less than 1M), Extra large (1M or more). The CDF

of the impact of attacks by the scale of the number of

name resolutions is shown in the graph on the upper left

of the Figure 5. The x-axis is impact rate of attacks

and y-axis is the fraction of attacks. The scale of the

number of name resolutions is distinguished by the plot

type. It can be seen that the impact tends to be smaller

as the number of domain name resolutions increases. In

particular, we confirmed that the impact of Large and

Extra large was almost 0 for about 80% of attacks. On

the other hand, about 20% of attacks with impacts of

around 1.0 were confirmed for Extra small. Assuming

that a large number of name resolutions indicates the high

Fig. 5 Impact CDF by scale of victims’ and attacks’ charac-

teristics

popularity of the targets, we can say that popular sites

are less affected, presumably because they could afford

deployment of costly DoS protection.

Second, we analyze how the number of domains resolved

to the target IP address is related to the attack impact.

Again, we obtain the number of associated domains from

DNSDB. The number of associated domains to the victim

IP address is categorized into 6 stages: Dedicated (1

domain), Extra small (2 or more and less than 10), Small

(10 or more and less than 100), Medium (100 or more

and less than 1K), Large (1K or more and less than 5K),

Extra large (5K or more). The CDF of the impact of

attacks by scale of the number of connected domains is

shown in graph on the upper right of the Figure 5. The

x-axis is the impact rate of attacks and the fraction of

attacks.

Overall, we can see the trend that targets associated to

a large number of domains are less affected by attacks. If

services of multiple domains are deployed on one server,

all the services running on the server will stop at the

same time as the server goes down, leading to a large

economic and credit loss. However, this trend becomes

opposite as the number of associated domains decrease.

Namely, dedicated hosting is less affected than Small or

Extra small categories. We have no clear explanation on

this trend. One possible reason is that dedicated hosting

can also serve for selected important services, such as

financial and e-commerce services that should also be well

protected.

Third, we analyze the relationship between attack

duration and the impact of attacks. The duration of

the attack is also categorized into 5 stages: Extra short

(less than 60 seconds), Short (60 or more and less than
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120 seconds), Medium (120 or more and less than 300

seconds), Long (300 or more and less than 1000 seconds),

Extra long (1000 seconds or more). Next, the CDF of

the impact of attacks by attack duration is shown in the

graph on the bottom left of the Figure 5. One can see that

the longer the attack continues, the greater the impact

becomes. The trend is extreme for Extra long attacks

whose impacts are obviously larger than other categories.

Finally, we analyze the relationship between average

pps of the attacks observed by AmpPot and the impact

of attacks. The pps of the attack was also categorized

into 4 stages: Small (less than 10 pps), Medium (10 or

more and less than 100 pps), Large (100 or more and less

than 1000 pps), Extra large (1000 pps or more). The

CDF of the impact of attacks by attack average pps is

shown in graph on the bottom right of the the Figure

5. It is intuitive that the impact of small pps attacks

is small. On the other hand, it is counter-intuitive that

the impact of Extra large pps attack does not have the

biggest impact. One possible explanation is that such

extra large pps attack could actually clog the reflectors

and the attacks become less effective although we need

further investigation to support this explanation.

6. Just-in-time detection of serious at-

tacks

In this section, we propose a model for determining

whether the target will be seriously affected by an ob-

served attack just in time of its detection.

6.1 Classification model

In order to classify if the detected attack would sig-

nificantly affect the target or not, we could only use the

features of attacks and victims that can be measured at

the time of attack detection. We use the following features

as independent variables: the number of unique second

level domains, the number of name resolutions, abused

protocols, Countries, and ASes, where abused protocols,

countries and ASes are category variables and the number

of unique second level domains and the number of name

resolutions are quantitative variables.

The impact rate is used as the dependent variable,

where the attacks with the impact of more than 0.1 are

treated as serious attacks, and the attacks with the impact

rate of less than 0.1 were treated as non-serious attacks.

We assign serious attacks to 1 and non-serious attacks to

0.

We use natural logarithm of these quantitative variables

Table. 1 Coefficients of Unique 2LD and name resolutions

Table. 2 Coefficients of abused protocols

to calculate the model.

We utilize Logistic Regression [14] of Scikit-learn [13],

a machine learning library of python, to build the model.

In this model, we used L2 penalty for the regularization of

logistic regression and set C = 1.0. The ratio of training

data to test data is 0.9: 0.1. In training data, the variance

of rare categorical variables can be zero. Therefore we

treat these categories as ”other”.

6.1.1 Coefficients of Logistic Regression

Logistic regression coefficients of the number of unique

2LD and the number of name resolutions are shown in the

Table 1. The coefficient of the number of name resolutions

is a negative value, indicating that the impact decreases

as the number of name resolutions increases. On the other

hand, the coefficient of the number of unique second level

domains is close to 0, which shows that the dependent

variable cannot be explained well.

Next, logistic regression coefficients of abused protocols

are shown in the Table 2. This table shows data with

a p-value of less than 0.01. One can see that the coef-

ficients differed considerably depending on the protocol.

The protocols known to be particularly well abused in

amplification DDoS: mDNS, NTP, DNS, Charagen, SSDP,

SNMP, etc. have large coefficients. We confirm that the

coefficients of the CoAP and DVR IP camera protocols

implemented in IoT devices are also high.
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Table. 3 Coefficients of Country

Table. 4 Coefficients of AS

We show logistic regression coefficients of the countries

excerpted in Table 3. We confirm that the coefficient

varies greatly by country. Characteristically, the coeffi-

cients of countries in Asia are relatively large, and the

coefficient of countries in Europe tends to be small. It

is presumed that the factors that cause the difference

in countries may be the quality of the communication

infrastructure and telecommunications carriers owned by

each country.

Finally, we show logistic regression coefficients of AS

excerpted in the Table 4. We confirmed that the

coefficient varies greatly by the AS. In addition, the

absolute the coefficient is also large, suggesting that it

is strongly related to the seriousness of the attack. The

coefficient of Cloudflare, Google, OVH SAS, etc. are very

small, confirming they have high resistance to DDoS. It is

presumed that the reason why the coefficient varies by

each AS is that the quality of infrastructure and DoS

protection technology deployed by telecommunications

carriers and cloud service providers are different.

Fig. 6 ROC curve and Precision-Recall curve

Predicted

Non affected Affected Total

Actual
Non affected 4480 1491 5971

Affected 534 2019 2553

Total 5014 3510 8524

Accuracy 0.762

Precision 0.575

Recall 0.790

F-measure 0.665

Table. 5 Confusion Matrix and Evaluation Scores

6.2 Model evaluation

Figure 6 shows the ROC curve (left graph) and

Precision-Recall curve (right graph) obtained from the

model constructed in the previous section. The AUC score

of the model is 0.862, when TP is 0.8, FP is 0.25 from the

figure. We also confirmed when recall 0.8, precision is

0.58.

Next, for this model, we show the confusion matrix

when the threshold for judgment by logistic regression

is set to 0.3. Table 5 shows the confusion matrix when

the test data is applied to the model. Comparing the

Precision-Recall curve and Confusion Matrix of test data,

there is not much difference in precision and recall scores,

so it seems that overfitting hardly occurred. As a future

work, we will examine the factors for improving the

accuracy of the model.

7. Related Work

Many investigations have been conducted to analyze

amplification DDoS attacks. Noroozian et al. profiled

victimization patterns of DDoS attacks through data

collected by AmpPots [15]. Jonker et al. analyzed four

independent data sources and demonstrated a macro-

scopic characterization of DoS ecosystem[16]. Welzel et

al. measured the effect of L7 DDoS attacks launched by

DDoS botnets[17]. Zebari et al. analyzed the impact

of HTTP and SYN flood DDoS attacks on web servers

from the perspectives of response time, error rate, and

CPU usage[20]. Sassani et al. analyzed the impact

of NTP amplification DDoS attacks and investigated

attack mitigation implemented on routers[21]. It has
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been reported that most attack packets can be blocked

by blocking reflectors with high attack capability [18].

Shadowserver continuously check the activity status of

the reflectors in the wild [19]. A method for estimating

the amount of DoS packets that actually reach the target

using a darknet has been reported[22].

8. Conclusion

We measured and investigated actual situation of the

impact on the availability of victims using AmpPot. We

also examined the relationship between the impact of

attacks and the characteristics of attacks and targets.

Furthermore, we examined a model to determine whether

the attack has a serious effect on the target immediately

after detecting the attack. We will also continue mea-

surement to collect more data and consider developing a

highly accurate alert that can detect serious attacks.
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